Distributor for

Coating steel with ideas
Experience
Lampre has been one of the world’s leading
specialists in metal coil coating since 1975.

Leadership
Lampre believes that ongoing reinvestment in new
processes, technology and facilities is the way to
ensure leadership in the pre-coated metals sector.
Our new Lampre Polska plant, which opened
recently in Poland, has brought our facilities to
seven, including our four plants in Italy and our
Lampre Portuguesa and Lampre Benelux locations.
Two recently established divisions—Lampre
Turçelik, our Turkish service centre, and Lampre
USA, our North American distribution hub—further
enhance Lampre’s ability to meet the needs of a
fast-changing market. Lamital and Lamfer, our
Italian service centres, round out our strategic
customer service investments and help ensure
customer satisfaction.
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Innovation
Lampre has a comprehensive and constantly
updated range of products with a wide range of
technical features. With more than 500 coating
alternatives available from our engineering affiliate
Lamtech, there’s a suitable solution for any need.

Research and Development
The Lampre R&D division is equipped with stateof-the-art equipment, which enables us to perform
stringent testing and experiments on new steel
coating technologies in order to select the safest and
most effective coatings in the world. We also produce
custom coatings to meet special customer needs,
another major benefit of the Lampre system.

Quality
Lampre is known worldwide for the superior quality
of its products. Our innovative coating solutions
together with our long experience make Lampre the
benchmark for quality in the coil coating industry.
Leading industry certifications and the highest
service standards are the cornerstone of Lampre’s
success.

Support
Our expert sales team takes pride in helping customers
find the best solutions. With sales managers in over
50 countries, we guarantee a fast and direct approach
whenever there’s a need for pre-coated steel.

Future
Day in, day out, Lampre strives to make steel more
versatile, more beautiful, and even more widely usable. Every Lampre product comes with an idea that
gives more values to your ideas.
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Distributor for Lampre
Since 1932
CBBC is a leading manufacturer of whiteboard and
chalkboard surfaces and has been a proud distributor of Lampre products in Canada and the U.S. for
over 15 years. With our cutting, rolling, and inventory management services all under one roof, we
offer one-stop convenience. Over the past five
years, we have expanded our storage and manufacturing space and added an automated cutting
line. Our sales team boasts over 25 years’ experience in the North American market.

With three cutting lines and a 60,000 sq. ft.
(5,500 m2) warehouse, we can process orders
quickly and easily.
The quality of our products and the expertise of
our employees make CBBC the place to go for
precoated steel.
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Lamination
Over the years, CBBC has built a reputation for
offering top-notch custom lamination services. Our
team closely analyzes your project to determine the
best solution (thickness and surfaces) to meet your
requirements and expectations. CBBC is attentive
to your needs and offers the best quality at the
best price.

Cutting
With three cutting lines and a new automated line,
CBBC can process orders quickly and easily, no
matter what the required dimensions.

Inventory Management
CBBC expanded its storage and manufacturing space
over the past five years. Inventory can be stored for
up to 12 months in a 60,000 sq. ft. warehouse.

Services

Our Services at
CBBC
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EXTERIOR CLADDING

Specialized collection for exterior cladding

The green solution for your cladding
• The steel substrate is totally chrome free
(Cr6, Cr3)
• Does not contain halogens
(chlorine, fluorine, bromine, astatine)
• 100% recyclable

Uncompromising perfection
• Postformable
• No bleaching or deformation during processing
• Exceptionally resistant to ultraviolet rays
• Highly resistant to chemical agents (alcohol,
solvents, etc.)
• Very easy to maintain
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Beautiful, Sturdy,
and Versatile!

Unlimited Applications

Applications

Whether you need to make siding, soffits, fascias,
mouldings, or any other item, there’s no limit to what
Lamtop can do to meet your clients’ most demanding
challenges.
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GARAGE DOORS

Beautiful and Long-Lasting
DL Series
The DL Series (wood collection) is the pinnacle of design. It
reproduces elements of nature, creating abstract finishes
for a wide range of styles. It’s an ideal option for garage and
steel doors (see next page) and for all decorative elements
where you want to add a touch of elegance. And at nearly
200 microns, it’s five times thicker than painted steel, for
exceptional quality and greater strength.
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STEEL DOORS

Interior
All our exclusive design finishes are available for
interior doors.

Exterior

Applications

Opt for our specially treated wood finishes
that make steel more resistant to ultraviolet
rays and natural elements.
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ARCHITECTURAL WALLS

Magnetic and
Easy to Maintain
Our surfaces are available in sheets, rolls, and
panels (with or without joints).

Choice of multiple finishes: wood,
designer, textured, metallic, etc.
Visit our website at www.b2bcbbc.com to see
our selection of finishes.

Our mechanical joint
Each panel has a mechanical
joint, so you can mount as many
as you want to make your walls
as wide as you like. Joints are
concealed under the steel to give
your accent wall a seamless look.

Lampre steel surface
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Whiteboard Walls
The magnetic white writing surface has no dividing
moulding, so you can use every inch of your wall.

Textured-Finish Walls

Applications

Choose from our many design and texture options to
add a decorative accent to your architectural walls.
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MOVABLE WALLS

Integrate our decorative steel into
your movable partitioning system.
Choose from our different surfaces
to create a unique and versatile
high-end wall, including our magnetic
writing surfaces.

METALWORK
Ceilings
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Decorative Walls
Our steel is completely postformable
and can easily be bent to your panel
specifications.

Acoustic Walls
Our steel is ideal for microperforation
and bending. The finish remains intact
and will add a look of elegance to
your panels.

Applications

Railings
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FURNITURE

- Writing Surfaces
The steel in our Laminite collection is designed to provide a high quality, durable writing surface. Incorporate it into your furniture and provide clients with a handy magnetic writing surface that can also be used
for posting.
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Lockers
Build your lockers with our high quality
postformable steel at an econo
mical
price. Your clients will love the faux
wood and stainless steel finishes that
enhance the look of your product.

Metal Housings

Shelving

Applications

Our steel is easy to transform, bend, and drill, making it simple to build high-end shelving with a decorative
finish (wood, textured, marble) or shelves with an antibacterial finish for a specific use (Sanisteel collection).
Our easy-care surfaces will add value to your final product.
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COLD ROOMS

Rigid Foodgrade A Series
Rigid films, exempt from plasticisers and
phthalates, provide outstanding surface
resistance. They are suitable for food contact and have won numerous certificates
for fire resistance. These thick coatings
have proven their worth over the years,
especially in heavy-wearing areas. They
are a natural choice for panels, refrigerators, home appliances, and elevators.

LABORATORIES
Our antibacterial Sanisteel collection is ideal for laboratories and work surfaces in the health, pharmaceutical, and food industries. Like our other collections, it’s
perfectly postformable and allows for great flexibility
in processing. The Sanisteel collection also offers a
non-slip floor surface with the same antibacterial
properties (see p.21).
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ELEVATORS

High Gloss Finish PPS Series
This product line features complex food-grade films with a high-gloss finish and is especially
designed to give the product an attractive look without compromising on the mechanical characteristics typical of film coated Lampre Steel. Products are available in solid colours and abstract
designs with both marble and stainless steel finishes. The PPS Series is particularly useful for
household appliances, elevators, and refrigerators. Ease of cleaning and high resistance to detergents make the PPS Series an ideal choice in high-traffic areas.

SIGNAGE

Applications

Our interior and exterior finishes will enhance the image you want to offer to your clients.
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WOOD FINISHES
Collection

DL6E

DL40CE

DL16CE

DL44CE

DL29CE

DL30CE

DL36CE

DL45CE

* Always ask for a physical color sample
before making your selection.
DL49CE
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DL68

DL78SME

DL70

DL84

DL86

DL87

DL91

WOOD FINISHES
Collection

TL5

TL20SE

TL21SE

TL27SE

* Always ask for a physical color sample
before making your selection.

Finishes and Colors

TL1GX
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DECORATIVE FINISHES
Collection

DT63

DT64

DT65

DT47SMA

PPS51

PPS27

PPS31

* Always ask for a physical color sample
before making your selection.

F42PPS
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F41PPS

SPECIALIZED FINISHES

(writing surfaces)

* Always ask for a physical color sample
before making your selection.
177 white

120 GALVA

(antibacterial)

* Always ask for a physical color sample
before making your selection.
A45GMAO

A59SMA
Floor finish

A45SMA

SANN89PVA

Finishes and Colors

A1SMA
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Coating thickness:
100 μm to 1,500 μm
Standard metal supports:
•
•
•
•

Hot-dip galvanized steel
Cold rolled steel
Aluminum
Stainless steel

Dimensions
THICKNESS OF METAL SUPPORT

0.3 to 2 mm

0.0118 to 0.078 in.

SHEET

1,500 mm
5,000 mm
1,500 mm
19 mm
500 mm
1,550 mm

55.118 in.
196.85 in.
55.118 in.
.748 in.
> 20 in.
61.02 in.

STRIP
COIL

Lampre
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Maximum width
Maximum length
Maximum width
Maximum length
Inside diameter
Outside diameter

Protective film
PVC film
Adhesive
Surface treatment
Zink
Metal support
Zink
Surface treatment
Primer coat

TM

Sanisteel

Laminite

Protective film
LAMTOP film
Adhesive
Surface treatment
Zink
Metal support
Zink
Surface treatment
Primer coat

®

TM

Protective film
SANISTEEL® film
Adhesive
Surface treatment
Zink
Metal support
Zink
Surface treatment
Primer coat

Protective film
PET film
White primer coat
Zink
Metal Support
Zink
Primer coat

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided in this brochure, Lampre and its
affiliates assume no responsibility for any errors or inaccuracies.

Technical Information

Lamtop
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HEAD OFFICE
30 Montée des Bouleaux,
Saint-Constant, Quebec
J5A 1B6
Phone: 450.632.1660
Fax: 450.632.5449
www.b2bcbbc.com
info@b2bcbbc.com

